
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1975 

U.S. SESATE, 
SELECT COJIMITTEE To STUDY GOVERSJIESTAL OPEIUTIONS 

WITH RESPECT TO ISTELIJGESCE ACTIVITIES, 
H7a.shington, D.C. 

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 1O:lO a.m., in Room 318, 
Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Frank Church (Chairman), 
presiding. 

Present: Senators Church, Hart of Michigan, Mondale, Morgan, 
Hart of Colorado, Baker, Jlathias, and Schweiker. 

Also present : William Millef, staff director; Frederick A. . 0. 
Schwarz, Jr., chief counsel ; Curtis Smothers, counsel to the minority. 

The CHAIRMAX. Our #witness this morning is the Honorable Edward 
H. Levi, Attorney General of the United States. Mr. Levi has appeared 
before this committee on previous occasions and this committee is 
most happy to welcome him back again this morning. 

He has been asked to testify today about the future of the Federal 
Bure,au of Investigation, and especially its domestic intelligence 
operations. 

This morning’s hearing marks both an end and a beginning for the 
select committee. It is the end of a series of hearings on domestic intel- 
ligence which began in September with an examination of the so-called 
Huston plan. Those original hearings explored the relationship of the 
White House to the FBI and other intelligence agencies in the devel- 
opment of a specific plan for using illegal techniques against domestic 
groups. 

At that time the committee learned the details of FBI “black bag” 
jobs against domestic targets which continued at least until 1968. We 
learned of a “do not file” procedure in the FBI for destroying the 
records of these operations and the committee was told that the FBI 
expanded its intelligence investigations along ‘the lines of the Huston 
plan, even after the President withdrew his approval. 

Our next hearings in this area dealt with improper activities th& 
overlapped foreign and domestic intelligence operations. The Direc- 
tor of the National Security Agency testified that the sophisticated 
surveillance operations of that Agency had been targeted against the 
international communications of Ameiican citizens ,for domestic intel- 
ligence purposes. This was done in direct cooperation with the FBI, 
which supplied names of citizens for the NSA watchlist. Present and 
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fornler FBI oficials also testified that until 1066 the I~urcau undertook 
programs for illegally opening the mail of innocent citizens in the 
search for rspionapc agents a~ltl foreign intelligence. The FRI used 
the CIA’s mail opening progranl after 1966 for tlonlestic intelligence 
purposes, again 5entling 01.(11’ lists of names of American citizens w-110 
wre to be watched. 

The committee’s recent hearings OJJ the FBI itself have raised some 
of the IllOSt fllJltl:lJl~eIlt:l~ (~“CStiOJlS that nJlS’ tk~lllOCJW’~ J~~llSt f2lCC. \\e 

have placetl ‘m the record deeply distul bing infornration about, the 
FBI’s COISTEIAPRO activities over a periotl of 15 years, the at- 

tempts to discredit I)r. Martin Lnt!wr King. ?Jr., the broad surveil- 
lance of law-abiding citizens and lawful activities. the practices of 
infiltrat,ion and disruption by informants, and the political use of FBI 
resources by Presitlents of both parties. 

The committee’s work in this area has been aided substantially by 
the cooperation of the ,Justice 1)epartment. I would like to take this 
opport.unity, Mr. ,Utorney Grnrral, to express the appreciation of 
the entire comnlittee and the staff for your assistance in slaking avail- 
able the materials needed for this investi.gation. Our experience has 
deiiionstrated that the constitutional principle of separation of powers 
has enough flexibility to allow close cooperation betwern the Congress 
and the Executive in a mnt,ter of the greatest public concern. 

While our investigation is comiJJg to an end, the. task of making 
constructive l.econlmelldations is beginning. We have heard this week 
from former officials and from Director Kelley. We are exploring a 
wide range of proposals, including those being developed by the rJus- 
tice Department. And we look for\;-ard to working closely with you 
on these issues. 

One of the best statements of the problems we confront was made 
last summer by Philip Kurland, professor of constitutional law at 
the IJniversity of Chic.ago. Professor Iiurland spoke of the threats 
to an open, democratic society from what he called the perversion of 
our intelligence agencies into political police forces. He rejected the 
proposition that. we should be satisfier1 that these agencies will exercise 
self-restraint. Professor Rurland did not deny the inlportance of the 
individual qualities of the officeholder. Rut he stressed the greater 
importance of confining our intelligence and counterintelligence agen- 
cies to the limited functions they were created to deal with. 

The crucial responsibility lies with the Congress. “If oversight by 
Congress is not to be the answer,” 
hard to conceive of an answer.” 

Professor Kurland declared, “it is 
The essential reqnirenlent, for con- 

gressional oversight is information about intelligence operations, and 
the greatest barrier is executive secrecy. Consequently, Professor Kur- 
land and othere have urged that \l--e establish procedures which re- 
quire the Executive to provide this information ,to the, Congress. This 
may be the only way to insure the responsibility of the executive 
braJK’h to the people through the Congress. 

Therefore, we especially hope that you, Mr. Attorney General, can 
help this committee and the Congress de\-clap not only standards for 
the FBI, but also procedures for effective congressional oversight to 
assure regular accountability. 
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TESTIMONY OF HON. EDWARD H. LEVI, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF 
THE UNITED STATES 

Attorney C;eneral IZVI. Thank you. Mr. (‘hairman. 
Ihfore I bcgii~, let 111~’ say that. I don’t suppose tlint your statement 

is 11lrant to intllcatc that I an1 conullittetl to agree wt.11 my friend, 
~‘I~~~csso~ I<u~~lantl. who 111ay not bc wrong as often as niany people 
arc, but occasionally- is not correct. 

The (‘II.\IIUI.~S. So, it was only niennt that I agree with him. 
Ilttornry (+eneral Izvr. Then I hope the matter can be explored in 

more depth. 
Senator ,\I.~TIII.~s. Mr. Chairman, I think that’s one of the most 

graceful declarations of independence I have ever heard. 
Attorney General 1,1xI. XI.. Chairman, the committee has asked 

111e to talk with you totlay about the future of the FIJI. I thought it 
Illi& be hclpfui if I outline quite briefly some of the points I would 
like to nlakc. some of the problenls I think ought. to be considered, 
and sonle of the steps we have taken. 

The first point Ts that the statutory base for the operations of the 
I<nreau cannot be said to be. fully satisfactory. The basic statutory 
provision is 28 1T.Y.C. 533 which provides that, the Attorney General 
may appoint officials : 

(1) to detect and prosecute crimes against the United States; (2) to assist 
in the protection of the l’resident ; and (3) to condwt such investigations regard- 
ing official matters under the control of the I)eyartrnent of dustice and the 
lkpartnwnt of State as may be directed by the Attorney General. 

There are other statutes, such as the Congressional Assassination, 
Kidnapping, and Assault Act, which vest in the Bureau special respon- 
sibilities to investigate criminal violations. In addition, there are 
Executive orders and Presidential statements or directives which place 
investigatory responsibilities upon the Bureau. 

A number of questions are often asked about this statutory base. It 
has the virtue of simplicity, but the Executive orders which deal with 
Government employvee investigations are complicated and confusing, 
and Presidential menloranda, or. perhaps, oral instructions from a 
President may be dificult to collate. I thmk it, is important, in any 
case, to separate out the kinds of questions which are asked about the 
Bureau’s authority base. Some questions are constitutional in nature, 
rclati?g to the inherent power of the President ; others go to the inter- 
pretation of the sta’tutes and the relationshin between the statues and 
Presitlcntial directives; others go to the fail&e of the statutesto de,fine 
suficiently the areas of the I5ureau’s jurisdiction or to spell out s&i- 
ciently-ant1 this is partly constitut<onal-the gleans and methods 
which the I3ureau is l)erl;litted to use in carrying out its assigned 

tasks. 
The second point, rrlatcd to the first, is a colltinl1in.g discllssion of 

the role of the I3nrcan in intelligence investigations or domestic secu- 
rity in\-estigations. The argument is sonletinles nl:~de that tile Isureau’s 
~)I'o~cI* role, at least in purely domestic nultters. should be limited to 
investigations of committed cringes. The basic statllte for t]le I<ureall 
is broader tlinn this, as hare been Ikecy~tirc ortlers a~itl Presidential 
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mandates to the I<nrcau. The basic statute is bron&r since it refers to 
investigations regarding official matters under the control of the I)c- 
partnlcnt of ,Justlce and the 1)epartnlent of State as may be directed 
by the ,1ttorney (;eneral. ,I clisparitjy is sometimes seen among tile 
different roles of the Bureau in crime detection, in ongoing domest.ic 
securit,y matters, and in foreign intelligence or foreign counterintelli- 
gence matters. 

In recent dnrs a statement by then Attorney General Harlan Fiske 
Stone, who reorganized the I<urean and chose ,J. Edgar Hoover as its 
I&rector. has been quoted as a relevant warning. Stone warned : 

There is always the possibility that a secret police may become a menace to 
free government and free institutions, becau-.e it carries with it the lios4bilitv 
of abuses of power which are not always quickly apprehended or understood. It 
is important that its activities be strictly limited to the performance of those 
functions for which it was created and that its agents themselves be not above 
the law or beyond its reach. The Bureau of Investigation is not concerned with 
political or other opinions of individuals. It is concerned ouly with their conduct 
and then only with such conduct as is forbidden by the laws of the rnited States. 
When a police system passes beyond these limits, it is dangerous to the proper 
administration of justice and to human liberty, which it should be our first 
concern to cherish. 

I should like to suggest that Stone’s warning always must be con- 

sidered relevant to the proper condnc,t of the Bureau’s duties, but it 
does not necessarily follow that domestic security investigations are, 
therefore, outside the Bureau’s proper functions. The detection of 
crime in some areas requires preparation and at least some knowledge 
of what is likely to be going on. What is at issue, I think, is the proper 
scope, the means and methods used, the at,tention paid to conduct and 
not views, and the closeness of the relationship of the conduct and 
that which is forbidden by the laws of the United States. 

Third. I realize that some proposals, since I was asked about this 
when I last appeared before this committees might separate out in 
some fashion domestic and foreign intelligence functions from the 
FBI or from one anot,her within the FBI. This is, of course, an issue 
to be looked at.. I assume it is recognized that there may be some 
relationship between that. intelligence u-hich is involved in foreign 
counterintelligence work. One may lead to the other. And there may 
be a relationship between foreign counte~~intelli~e~~ce ant1 foreign in- 
telligence. If the work were separatetl out into different agencies, I do 
not know if the decision about when an inrestigat.ion should pass from 
one agency to another always could be made easily. Moreover, even SO, 

information presumably would pass from one agency to the other. I 
know that one consitleration has been that it might be decided that 
information collected by some permitted means in intelligence invest.i- 
gations imder some circiurrstances shoiiltl not be usetl in criminal 
prosecutions. I3nt if there is an exchange of information, this must 
always be a consideration, whether there are separate agencies or not. 
and the basic quest.ion then is one of use and not organization. The 
more active concern, I believe, is that there is a risk that. conduct 
proper for one area may be improper for another, and that the combi- 
nat,ion can work a contamination. My view on this is that in any case 
we must. decide what conduct. is appropriate and is inappropriate fol 
each of the areas, and we must take steps to make sure that proper 
conduct. is lived up to. My hope is that the fact that. the FBI has 
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criminal investipative lespo~~sibilitic~~ wl-llicll mllst be conducted \rithill 
t.lle confines of conslitlitional protwt.ions strictly enforced 1,~ the 
coUJ.ts. gives the organization an awareness of the interests of’indi- 
vidual liberties that might, be nlissing in an agency devoted solely to 
intelligence work. I know the al;Funicnt can be run t.he other way. 
I believe the tlal?gers arc greater it t!ierc is separation. 

Fouttll. there 1s a question as to the proper role of the FBI in crime 
pre\-ention and whether or not it should be considered authorized to 
take steps under some circumst.ances to reduce the likelihood t.hat 
crimes will be committed or t.hnt serious injury to persons or proljerty 
will occur. Preventive action has raised serious questions and these 
must be dealt with. 1 suppose an initial question is whet,her it should 
be allowed at all. Yet, I believe under special circumstances and with 
proper controls, most would believe this to be a proper function. 

Fifth, the problem of proper controls, supervision and accountabil- 
ity is all-embracing. By statute the FBI is in the Department. of 
.Justice, and also by st,atute the Attorney General is the head of the 
Department of ,Justice. The history is mixed, of course, and me all 
have a tendency to oversimplify, but it is a fair statement that there 
have been tinles in the past when the supervision by Attorneys Gen- 
cral. granted that the Bureau must have consitlerable autonomy, has 
been sporatlic, practically nonexistent, or ineffective. 

I hope that is not the case now. The responsibility is a heavy one. 
But in ally event the problem of proper controls, supervision and 

accountability goes beyond the Director of the I3ureau and the Attor- 
ney General. I have already mentioned that in my view the st.atutory 
base for the operations of the Bureau cannot be said to be fully satis- 
factory. I think t.hat bet.ter controls and performance can be achieved 
through statutory means, Executive orders, guidelines, and reporting 
to appropriate congressional committees. 

Sixth, before I come to a risumd of some of t.he steps which have 
been taken, let me say I know we all realize that in the past there have 
been grave abuses. I am uncomfortable with a kind of writing of his- 
tory, however, which sees it only in terms of the abuses and not in 
terms of past and present strength. It is very difficult to be fair to the 
past in which many institutions of government carried a share of 
responsibility. But more than unfairness is involved, if we are not 
careful, we will turn to solutions of the moment which a better reading 
of history might indicate are not, the best solutions. 

I know we must seize the moment, if I may use s~cll a phrase in 
this setting. I know also that this committee realizes that, a very 
important agency with dedicated, highly professional, greatly dis- 
ciplined Government servants is mvolred. The importance is to the 
security and domestic tranquility of the United States. Stone’s warn- 
ing was given in an act of creation. He was proud of his creation. In 
spite of the abuses, t.here is a proper place for pride. I take it OUJ 
mutual work should be to nurture that pride and the conditions which 
justify it. 

I turn now to a review of some of the steps I\-hich have been taken 
or are in progress. We have tried most diligently, under safeguards to 
protect the privacy of individuals and with an awareness of the unfair- 
ness of inst.ant history, to give a great deal of information to con- 
gressional coniniittees. 
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httorney General Sasbe made public and Deputy -1ttorney General 
Silbernlan and Director Kelley testified about the so-called 
COINTELPRO. When the FBI ciiscovered evidence of several more 
COINTELPRO projects after I ‘became Attorney General., these were 
revealed. One of my first acts as Attorney Genera!, my third week in 
o&e, was to testify before a. congressional committee about possible 
incidents of political misuse of the FBI by the White House in the 
past and about the nature of FBI filekeeping systems, particularly the 
files kept by Director Hoover in his office suite. 

Director Kelley has spoken publicly and before congressional com- 
mittees about incidents in the past in which FBI agents engaged in 
break-ins to gather or photograph physical evidence in intelligence 
investigations. On a number of occasions, most recently in testimony 
before this committee, I have described the history of the use of elec- 
tronic surveillance by the FBI. We have welcomed such opportunities. 

On February 26, 1975, I instructed Director Kelley to report to me 
any requests made of the Bureau or practices within the Bureau which 
he deems improper or which present the appearance of impropriety. 
On February 28, 1975, Director Kelley ordered FBI personnel to 
report such requests or practices to him. In July 1975, I reaffirmed 
my February directive and also asked for a report of all sensitive 
investigative practices. 

The Director promptly complied. Director Kclley has regularly 
provided information on conduct by Bureau agents a.nd programs 
underway within t,he Bureau that could raise qucst.ions. These matters 
have been reviewed and discussed with the Departmrnt so that a con- 
sistent and appropriate policy can be achieved. 

This is a continuing process. I do not assert that we. a,re aware of 
everyt.hing about the Bureau. R’or do I suggest that we ought to know 
ere.rything. Appropriate communication, consultation and supervision 
at this level has to be selective. I make this point, which I think may 
sound disconcerting, not in any way to minimize the responsibility of 
the Bureau to keep the Department informed nor to minimize the 
Department’s duty to find out. Rather I want to be realistic about. a 
learning and organization problem which requirrs realism if it is to 
be understood and perfected. 

With respect to possible legislation? the Department has in prepsra- 
tion various drafts of possible bills which may be of assistance in the 
area of what is now warrantless electronic surveillance. Although ob- 
taining a judicial warrant, does not, automatically eradicate the possi- 
bility of abuse, it is perceived to be an important safeguard of indi- 
vidual privacy interests, and we are cxploringY as we said we would 
do, various possibilities and alternatives. 

Finally, a committee within the Department of ,Justice, chaired by 
Mary Law-ton, Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the Office, of 
Legal Co~mseI, and composed of representatives of my ofice, the 
Criminal and Civil Rights Divisions, the Oficc of Policy and Plan- 
ning, and the FBI, has been working for ti months reviewing FBI 
procedures in many areas and drafting guidelines to govern those 
procedures in the future. The committee has pro(luced draft guide- 
lines covering White House inquiries, congressional and judicial statf 
appointment investigations, unsoIicited mail, and donlestic security 
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investigations. It is currently at, work on guitlclincs covcrinp counter- 
espionage investigations and will later consider the use of informants. 
the eJllplop loyalty program, organized crime intclligcncc investi- 
gations, crmiinal in\.estigations, a~id other aspcts of Fl<I practice. 
The committee’s work has been extensive and tinie-consuniiiig. It has 
involved not only questions of proper safeguards but also of efficiency 
in the proper functioning of tlie 13ureau. It has been an effort to tr:lJJS- 

late into words the complicated and important mechanisms for CoJl- 

trolling the FUI. I hope the committee’s efforts at articulation will be 
of use to this committee and others as it considers drafting legislation. 

You have received copies of the latest drafts of t.hc guidelines that 
have been substantially completed by the committee.. These guidelines 
do not yet represent I)epar:tment policy. There is disagreement within 
the Department on some aspects of these guidelines. I have disagreed 
wit11 the committee recommenda,tions from time to time, and the FBI 
has raised substantial questions about other recommendations, par- 
ticularly with respect to the treatment of unsolicited mail. Some of the 
l”OpOdS ill’ the guidelines could be promulgated as departmental 
regulations. Congress may feel some ought to be enacted into statutory 
law. Ot.her provisions would require implementation by executive 
order. 

I would be glad to discuss these draft guidelines with you in detail 
in response to your questions, but a brief discussion of the guidelines 
on domestic security may be useful at the outset. 

The guidelines begin by attempting to impose some order and 
definiteness to the domestic security field. To begin with, these guide- 
lines do not deal with FBI efiorts to counteract t.he work of foreign 
intelligence services operating within the IJnited States. Standards 
for determining when there 1s foreign involvement sufficient to place 
a subject in the category of fore&m counterintelligence investigation 
are now being debated within the guidelines committee. The domestic 
security guidelines also are not meant to cover security or background 
investigations of Federal appointees or inrest,igati&s of ordinary 
crimes. ITnder the draft guidelines, domestic security investigations 
are only to be authorized when there is a likelihood that the activities 
of individuals or groups involve or will involve the use of force 01 
violence in violation of Federal law. Domestic security investigations 
are to be limited to activities of individuals or groups intended to 
accomplish one of five purposes: overthrowing the Government of the 
IJnited States or of a State; interfering with the activities wit.hin the 
IJnited States of foreign. governments or their representatives; in- 
fluencing Government policies by interfering by force or violence with 
Government functions or interstate commerce; depriving individuals 
of their civil rights; and creating domestic vrolence or rioting when 
such violence or rioting would necessitate as a countermeasure the use 
of Federal armed forces. There is also a provision for limit& investi- 
gation when there is a clear and immediate threat of domestic violence 
which is likely 
assistance. 

to result in a request by a State for Federal armed 

Currently there is no procedure requiring the review outside the 
FBI of all domestic intelligence investigations conducted by the FBI, 
though the FBI has a long-standing policy of reporting its invest&- 
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tire finding3 to the Criminal IXvision. I-ntlrr tllr tlraft guidelines 
there would be a conlprclllensi\-~~ pro,gram of rclwrting to the A1ttorney 
General or his designee of all prelmiinary and full domestic intelll- 
once investigations. The Attorncv (&weral wo111d be rrquirtd under 
trhe draft guidelines to put a stop to any full investigation whose 
justification did not meet an established standart!. Thr standard w-0nld 
he that there must be specific and articnlable facts giving reason TV 
believe that the intliviclual or group :mtler inwstigatlon is engaged in 
the activities I have just listed. 

Another feature of the draft, guidelines is to place strict controls 
upon the use of any technique hy the FBI which goes beyond the 
gathering of information. COISTET,PRO was the name given the use 
of some such techniques. As I have said before. some of the activities 
in COINTELPRO were outrageous and the others :were foolish. None- 
theless, there may be circumstance, s involving an immediate risk to 
human life or to extraordinarily important, Government functions 
that could only be countered by some sort of preventive action. The 
guidelines require that any such preventive action proposal be sub- 
mitted to the Attorney General. He could authorize the preventive 
action only when there is probable cause to believe that the violence 
is imminent and when such measures are ncccssary to minimize the 
danger to life or property. The preventive action would in all cases 
have to be nonviolent. The httorney General would be required to 
report, to Congress periodically and no less often than once a year on 
the use of preventive action by the FBI. 

I make no claim that during this rather difficult hut interesting and, 
I must trust, promising period, we have achieved all that, might have 
been possible. In many ways the work has been clisappointingly slow. 
But I do think we have made advances in nurturing and helping to 
improve a structure which will be supportive of the best efforts of the 
men and women in the Department of ,Justice and in the FBI. r\‘o pro- 
cedures are fail-safe against abuse. The best protection remains the 
quality and professionalism of the members of the Bureau and of 
the I>epartment. 

The CTIAIRMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. &ittorney General. It’s 
a verv helpful statement, and does summarize the etl’orts that you are 
making to give greater, put greater order into the work of the FBI. 

One thing that leaves me soniewhat bathed is the ditJerence between 
domestic, security action. for which you have set forth the proposed 
guidelines. which seem to me to be good ones, and what you call pre- 
ventive action. Ton state, “Sonetheless. there nlay be circumstances 
involving an immediate risk to hunian life or to extraordinarily 
important government functions that could onlv be countered by some 
Sort of preventive action.” In that case, n.hv c:n?t the preventive action 
take the form of an arrest if there are circumstances involving im- 
mediate risk to human life or to extraordinarily important government 
functions? 

Attorney General LWI. If it can, then that would have to be done 
because the guidelines specifically require that the preventive action 
is necessary and it can’t, otherwise be handled. 

Sow7 one can think of incidents- 
The GIIAIRMAS. Can you give LIS some incidents! 
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Attorney General LEVI. If there is the likelihood of a violent con- 
frontation between two marching groups on a State capitol, it is con- 
ceivable that blocking off some streets, or directing signs to some other 
direction in an emergency situation of that kind might be useful: and 
I take it, t,hat is a pre\-cntivt ’ action? and I would not think unusual, 
by the way, for people who are properly trained in work of that kind. 

The CHAIRMAX. That is a good kind of preventive action. 
Suppose that there were two caravans instead of two marching 

groups, and that you had reason to believe that they were headed to- 
ward one another and there would be a violent confrontation once 
they met. Would permissible preventive action in those circumstances 
permit putting sand in the gas tanks of the automobiles so that neither 
caravan could move ‘? I have to ask that, kind of a question after what 
we found out what the FBI was up to in the COINTELPRO. 

Attorney General LEVI. The answer is “No.” Certainly there’s no in- 
tention to permit that. Although the guidelines do not spell it out, 
and we have had discussions about what kind of precise preventive ac- 
tion might be possible or might not be possible under special circum- 
stances. 

The CHAIRXAN. This is all very vague, and suppose you had reason 
to believe that a prominent figure of some kind in a movement was 
about to or of a mind to incite his followers to violence. Then in that 
case could you undertake to give him a drug that would prevent him 
from speaking for 3 weeks ? 

attorney General LEVI. No, of course not, but I have to add that 
what the guidelines do say is that the Attorney General has to give 
permission, not. only does he have to give permission, but he will have 
to report to the Congress, and since quite naturally this committee be- 
lieves that reports to the Congress are the most important thing that 
any agency can do, then it seems to me you must also agree that that is 
some safeguard. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that depends upon your view as to the kind of 
committee that can do the job of surveillance. 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I don’t think-this really was my 
suggestion before. It takes a combination of contra!, and wha.t we have 
attempted to do here is to have a guideline which strictly limits-miaybe 
it should limit more-preventive action, but admits that there 1s an 
area for it. Now, maybe we should not admit. 

The CHAIRMAN. Why couldn’t you do it, this way, 1Mr. Attorney Gen- 
eral 3 Why couldn’t you say that when preventive action is necessary, 
it must be an open and public kind of action. 

Attorney General LEVI. I don? think that telling pe,ople- 
The CHAIRMAN. X’ow, understand what I nlean. You gave an open, 

public way of preventing two groups from nleeting and clashing. Well, 
when that is the case, the means used are likely to be reasonable ones. 
But when there are secret methods of preventive action undertaken, 
that’s when you get into potential problems, real troubles that we have 
seen. 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, we hare to talk that through. It may 
very well be that no secret ones at least, beyond the immediate moment 
of doing would be required. It may be that one can put, it that way, 
but I think one of the virtues of guidelines should be that they are 



sufficiently realistic so that they don’t, have to be violated under emer- 
gency circumstances. 

There is a question, then, of ho\+ detailed one can make them, but 
it may be that the line about secrecy beyoncl a certain point would be 
good. 

I should also say that the Privacv Act would itself prohibit, dissem- 
ination of lies and deception, I think, to a considerable extent, if one 
goes ‘back to the old COIKTELPRO. So I think we are in somewhat 
of a different statutory situation for the moment anyway. But we have 
tried, in the guidelines, in any event, to very much limit the field. Xow, 
whether we have limited it enough, Pm not sure. 

The CHA~RNAX. Did you say that with respect to the domestic secu- 
rity activities of the FBI, that before such a project is undertaken, the 
Attorney General must give his consent, or that he might be informed 
of prospective ongoing projects in order that he can call a given project. 
that he doesn’t find fully justified to a halt’? 

I didn’t quite understand your question. 
attorney General LEVI. Well, he has to give, he has to be informed 

of, I think, of all the investigations. He can terminate them all. The 
problem is whether he-he doesn’t have to authorize the full investi- 
gation, but he has to be informed about it and he can terminate it. 

The CHAIRMAN. Now, well, you have to authorize wiretaps and elec- 
t’ronic devices in such cases. Why shouldn’t-why wouldn’t it be well 
for the Attorney General to authorize the initiation of programs in 
this particular field, new investigatory programs? 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I’m trying to protect, if not myself, at 
least my successors. I’m not sure that it makes much difference. It 
makes some difference. If the Sttorney General has to authorize all 
full investigations, he will have quite a lot of work to do. If he has to 
authorize all of the preliminary investigations, his desk is going to be 
covered with a great ~uauy things which he doesn’t know a great deal 
about. 

The CHAIRXAS. Don’t you think t.here should be some outside check 
in this area, particularly where we are not dealing with criminal law 
enforcement as such, but we are dealing with potential violence which 
you referred to as surveillance of citizens and groups of citizens for 
purposes of domestic security. That’s a pretty fuzzy field, and we have 
seen how great the, abuses were for a long period of time, and don’t 
you think there should be some outside check, perhaps not with every 
case the Attorney General himself, but, some outside check on the 
agency in this general field to be sure that they are following these 
guidelmes? 

at,torney General LEVI. But I’ve already said that I think that there 
ought to be reports to Congress. I don’t want to word t,he scope of the 
domestic security investigations, however, quite the way you have 
worded them, because t,hese guidelines which could be in part put into 
statute, strictly limit them. For preliminary investigations they limit 
them to where there is a likelihood that the indivrduals and groups 
involved would use force and violence in violation of laws in particular 
areas. 

They are to be authorized for 00 davs. and then perhaps another 00 
days, and the kind of investigation wl;ich can be done in a preliminary 
investigation is also restricted. When you go beyond that to the full 
investigation, then we really have the stop-and-frisk standard, SO 
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that we really have come, I think, as close as is feasible. ,1nd maybe it 
is too restrictive; in any event. as close as is feasible to the violation of 
law kind of penumbra, so that it would seeul to me that that was some 
safeguard. 

Kow, whether that is sufficient, I don’t sllppose anything is fully suf- 
ficient, but I would assume that in addition, there can be reports to 

(‘Iongress. and there will have to be reports to the Attorney General. 
and I would think that that and the lessons of history would provide 
quite a lot of safeguards. If the suggestion is that one should go to a 
commission or to a court? I must. say that I have grave doubts as to 
whether that is the prol)er solution, but if that were the case7 it would 
be a statutory matter, and I would hope that, my participation in mak- 
ing that decision would not be \-irwrd as having as heavy responsibili- 
ties as those who would have to vote for it. 

The CHAIRMAN. Don’t you t.hink, given the past history you have 
referred to, that it might be a ve.ry good idea to take these guidelines, 
which represent to me a. good faith effort on your part to bring order 
into this general chaos and write them into the law? 

,!ttorney (ieneral LEVI. I think that undoubtedly parts of the 
guidelines should be made statntory. I think that the problem is, and 
I am sorry for t,his, that it has taken so long to draft these guidelines, 
although I think it has been an extraordinary effort. And the way 
the guidelines are written one has t-at least it. is better to see them 
all at once because they do relate to each other. But there may not be 
time for that. 

As I said, I know we hare to seize the monlent, but I do not know how 
long the moment is. In any event, I agree that part of the guidelines, 
at least, ought to be in statutory form. 

The C~LURM.\S. Well, at t.he moment.? this committee has until Feb- 
ruary 29, 1976. And we would solicit from,you as much cooperation as 
I know you will give, ‘based upon your willingness in the past, to see 
what kind of recommendations the committee can make, because 
clearly the FBI does need a generic statute which it has lacked 
through the years and that would be t.he appropriate place for guide- 
lines at this &me. 

Senator Hart, do you have questions? 
Senator H.!RT of ~lichi~nn. JIr. &torncv (;eneral. good niorninp. 
First, for a number of years in t.he Judiciary Committee, we have 

been huffing and puffing with a whole line of Attorneys General in 
an etfort to catch them, and it. is against that long period of effort that 
I want this morning to first of all t.hank you for developing ;to the 
tlegree that you now hare. exactly the kind of thing we hare been talk- 
ing about. And even as we on the committee in those days were urg- 
ing guidelines and while we, might not have sounded it, we under- 
stood how incredibly difficult it is to put down in black and white, 
chapter and verse. how you respond to a whole variety of problems. 
,111tl for ‘the first. time. the Attorney General has come in with a very 
solitl piece of work that all of us appreciate. 

SOW. in your statement. you indicate that, you are working on guide- 
lines as they relate specifically to informants. and you relate that to 
the. I)eI)artment‘s general guidelines on intelli.gence that. permit, the 
IIS:? of this. Sow vestertlay, as ~,ou know, WC tlxx~ss~l with the FBI 
I)ircrtor. tllc possibility of r 
by JO". 

cretting judicial approval for informants 
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I think all of us under&and the importance in an investigation of 
informants. But we. have heard some stories, some hair-raising stories, 
about the way that technique can be ab11s~1. -\nd I. :mtl I am SUIY 
others, suggested informants arc an extremely intrusive form of 
eavesdropping in terms of wha.t cm be reported. I know that the SU- 
preme Court has not said that informants are unconst,itutional per se 
untler the fotlrill and first amendnients, III~CSS JWU, qct a court war- 
rant. but that, does not prevent Congress from requirmg that kind of 
procedure, in order to fully safegua.rd the rights of privacy and ex- 
pression. Now. what are your t.houghts on such a requirement, the re- 
quirement of a neutral, detached third pa.rty, rather 4.han the investi- 
gating branch of the Government deciding when to use targeted 
informants? 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I am sorry to say, Senator Hart, that 
I do not, think that the suggestion, on Ibalance, is a good one. And that 
does not mean that I have a better suggestion. There is no doubt that 
informants or paid inforniants can be misused. because there is an 
area, where, if that is done, the courts can step in; and one can have 
guidelines or statutory restrictions on t.hat if you think of, again, re- 
porting. But the notion that a court would haveto authorize the use 
of each informant and how the informam was to be used, to continue 
to pass on that, I think would make for maladministration. It would 
impose an enormous burden on t.he court, and while I think we always 
keep looking these days for a third impartial objective person, I do 
not really believe that it can be the court. 

Now, one could think of a board or a committee. After all, the Con- 
gress set up, I t.hink, a Subversive Activities Board, did you not? So 
I suppose you might set up an Informers Permission Board. But my 
impression IS that you would not get very good people to be on that 
board, and t,hat it would not really provide the kind of knowledgeable 
review that you would want. 

So I recognize t.he problem, and I reco,qize why one might turn to 
that suggested solmion. I do not want to take away from your time, 
but. it IS sort. of interesting that special devices and protections were 
developed for electronic surveillance because they were said to be dif- 
ferent. from the use of informants. And nou- we are running the ar- 
gument in t.he ot,her direction and saying, well, they are even more 
dangerous than electronic surveillance because you have the human ear 
right there. 

So it is just an interesting point. 
Senator HART of Michigan. Well, maybe in defense of our earlier 

attitutle. we did not know about the abuse wit.h respect to t.he human 
technique, t.he number of occasions on which it has been used. 

*%ttorney General LEVI. I rather think that the fourth amendment 
knew more about t.h,at tl1a.n it did about electronic, surveillance. 

Senator H.\RT of Michigan. The fourth amendment drafters did. 
But. people around now- 

-1btorney General LEVZ. I feel for the objective, but I do not think- 
I just think it would not work. 

Senator HART of Michigan. We are agreed that it is a difficult bal- 
ance. The national secu&y concern here and the individual’s civil 
liberties there--and to balance these claims is tough. You say you think 
the court is inappropriate. 
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,Utorncv General LWI. I think that would be a mistake. I think it 
would also be a mistake to have the court pass on the activities of the 
agents. of the Uureau’s own agents? who have ears and listen and so on. 
I think we have to trust someone. 

Senator H.\RT of Michigan. But is the Director of the FBI t.he fel- 
low to trust! 

,Attorney General Lsvr. He is certainly one of the persons t.hat has to 
be trusted VW-T much, and he has to bn put. in a position where it is 
known that, he-is being trusted and what his obligations are. 

And I think if the congressional mandate and the guidelines and 
wlratever else. are clear enough, I have enough faith in human nature 
to think that that would be abided by. I do not think the history of the 
abuses shows that that kind of a &ing really was abused. There was 
not. that, kind of spelling out. There was not that kind of direction. 
There were directions in the other way really; so that I do not think 
the problem-while I do not mean to minimize the prior abuses which 
were terrible-but I do not think the problem requires the solution 
of the interpcsi~tion ,at every stage. 

Senator HART of Michigan. If we leave the disoretion with the Di- 
rector of the Bureau, you would agree that there should be-we always 
use the word effective even though we. cannot define how you make it 
effective-an effeotive system under which somebody other than the 
13ureau’s Director would be reviewing the decisions he is making, 8~ 
he affects this balance. 

Attorney General LEVI. I think there have to be frequent reviews 
and I think one has to have a situation in the Department of Justice 
where the Attorney General, or his designee, can be in a position to 
make that review. I t.hink one also would hope and require that there 
be adequate presentation to congressional commities. You do not want 
to impose so many duties on the Attorney General so that he is-so 
that he loses some sense of distance and objectivity on the Bureau. 
That is one reason I said one has to realize that there is not full 
knowledge and they are different offices. But I do think #the Attorney 
General, I hope, is some protection and the Department is, and con- 
gressional committees would be too. 

Senator HART of Michigan. The earlier hearings, which reviewed 
some of the excesses. found some citing in the FBI handbook regula- 
tions which directs tirld offices and their informants to find out and re- 
pod all contacts and cooperation between ,a group under investiga- 
tion and ot.her groups, even if the other groups are not suspected of 
being either extremists or subve.rsives. 

Nom, suppose we leave a standard for investigating a group using 
informants. and suppose a particular group meets t.he test and the FBI 
doe6 penetrate. Now that targeted gronp begins to participate in con- 
ferences that, we have heard on amnesty, ABJI, women’s rights, and 
other things. How would you suggest controlling the traditional 
vacuum cleaner approach of the informant reporting on the activities 
of the other groups of participants. and the plans of the coalit,ion. the 
conference or the association of groups seeking to prevent the ABM? 
HOW do you safeguard aga.inst them being drawn in? 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, assuming that one has met t,he re- 
quirements of the guidelines. either do a preliminary inrestigation- 
one would have to go beyond th,at. to really go to the full investiga- 
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tion-so that one does have facts which give you a reason to think 
that t.here are violations involving force and violence. That is when 
the informants are going to be there, or the infiltrators, as you call 
them. 

If the activities, if the sole activities, are those that you describe, 
I do not think he belongs there and I do not think the investigation 
is appropriate. I have worried about the more difficult aspect of the 
problem, namely, that if you have an organization which is really 
properly investigated ‘because of its intentlon and ability to use force 
and violence in violation of the law, and one has reason to think that 
they are deliberately using their influence to co-opt other groups, 1 
would think that part of the investigation would be to put that down. 
And that is really what you are talking about. And I do not know that 
one should want to limit that. 

Senator HART of Michigan. Well, maybe there is not any happy 
solution to this, but what we would be doing would be reporting on 
first amendment activities of the other groups that would not be eligi- 
ble to be targeted. 

Attorney General LEVI. I think the report should not be on t,hat. It 
should be rather on the effort of the group properly being investigated 
to gain control. And we do have a problem as to what one does with 
the dissemination or keeping of information? and the guidelines 
attempt to address that question, whether they have done so sufficiently 
or not. 

One reason the guidelines are not all finished is that when one gets 
to the counter- or foreign-intelligence guidelines and has to deal with 
organizations which are under active collaborat.ion wit.h foreign gov- 
ernments, and the question is whether they have exItended their in- 
fluence in such a way as to impose a real threat of force and violence, 
I do not know how effectively one can impose restrictions. We t.ry to 
do it. The proposed guidelines have not been worked out. One has to 
remember that. if one goes bac.k to the period when I was first in the 
Department of Justice, there was considerable concern as to t.he abil- 
ity of the Japanese and the Nazis to gain control, beyond those agen- 
cies which were clearly collaborating with them, of other agencies. And 
I just do not know that I want. to say to the United. States Government 
that that is the kind of information that you may not get. 

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mathias? 
Senator ~~IATIFIAS. If Senator Hart has any question which follows 

right along at this point, I would be glad to yield. 
Senator HART of JIichigan. Xo. 
Senator ~~ATH1.W. Thank you. Mr. Chairnlan. I want to join with 

Senator Hart in thanking the Attorney General for all the help he 
,alves to this committee. Whether we call on him for philosophical 
treatises or for practical advice, he is always available. I think that 
is a very real contribution. And the way in which he helps us leads me 
almost to regret that I did not. go to the ITniversity of Chicago law 
school. 

Attorney General LETI. Senator, you are going to go far. 
Senator MATIIIAS. You have talkid a little about the Smith Act., and 

abollt the seditious conspiracy clause in connection with the responsi- 
bilitics of the FBI. And I wontler if you think there is sort of a dated 
aspect to these. 
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Attorney General Lxvr. 011, of course there is, a.nd I want to say 
that, when one talks about the looseness of the guidelines, one ought 
to read the. statutes which came out of Congress. That is why I sa.y 
that it is sort of an1using.a~ n-r go arwud flattering each other, we all 
bear-1 nlean all of the mstitutions bear-responsibility. 

Senator M.~TIIIAS. I could not agree with you more, and I think I 
have said repeatetlly that. I think a lot of the problems that are dumped 
in the courts ant1 a lot of the burdens that the courts bear have begun 
right here on Capitol Hill because we have not carefully sculpted the 
laws to make it c1en.r what the legislative intent was. And in fact, per- 
haps they have been carefully sculpted to obscure the legislative in- 
tent in some cases. And the courts then are left with the burden of 
finally administering the law rather than either the legislature pre- 
scribing it, or the executive enforcing it. 

-4ttorney General LEVI. ?\‘ot only that, you draft statutes that quite 
clearly say one. thing and the Attorney General is then asked for his 
opinion which he is required to give as to what. it means to a Govern- 
ment department. He .pives it. ,4nother House of this Congress then 
proceeds to make niotions to hold the man in contempt for followin 
the opinion of the Attorney General. And Professor Kurland, my go0 5 
friend, says do not, listen to the Attorney General? he is only a lawyer. 

There is a responsibility in Congress for having statutes clear and 
for abiding by what they say, and if they do not like t,hem, change 
them. I agree with you. 

Senator ?~I.~TTII.\s. I would hope that. with all the admonitions that 
we are giving to other people these days that we take that one our- 
selves, that the laws need to be niore carefully written. 

Attorney General LEST. Yes, ‘it is easier to see abuses by others, I 
kllOW. 

Senator ~IATIIIAS. IJet me sav that I think we need some help in 
this endeavor, that there are many ca.ses in which the actions taken by 
Congress arc criticized later when the errors might have been avoided 
by some cooperative action in the process. 

Attorney General LEVI. I meant that to be clear when I was refer- 
ring to all parts of the Government. 

Senator ~~TIIIAS. nut, specifically in relation to the seditious con- 
spir‘acy laws in the Smith -4ct, the courts have talked about the advo- 
cacy provisions of the law so strictly as to require incitement of immi- 
nent lawless action as a test and I think that does really date these 
acts. 

Attorney General Tm-I. I think so. ,4nd while J want to say that in 
the guidelines we tried to emphasize that there is a question of how 
much one ought, to spell out the nature of the evidence, in part, because 
I think that even spelling it out might have a chilling effect. 

Senator MATHIAS. Now you have led me right to my next question, 
which is whether TW should put any limitations on the type of infor- 
mation that is to be gathered in a purely domestic intell,igence 
investigation. 

,4ttorneq General LEVI. Well it may be that one has to try one’s 
hand at drafting them. I have. 

Senator MATIII~S. It. is a tough one, I think. but. we have seen as a 
result, of this investigation of family matters. Is that proper? Can 
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you prescribe it. in a general way that sexual activities, purely legal 
activities. but perhaps not within the mainstream of ‘what. most Xmer- 
icans are thinking of doing, persona! relationships, all of this kind of 

thing- 
Attorney General Lwr. Well. one can try. What n-e did n-as7 as I 

say, to provide a very, tough and nlnvbe too tough standard, because 
it IS spec8ific. Ant1 artlculable facts, r hiring reason to believe that an 
individual is engaged in activities describwl in the paragraph which is 
force and violence to do the following thingx 

Now. that may be too restrictive. Kow, if one starts to say what kind 
of things ca.n one, look at which might suggest, and lead you to see 
these things. I do not know. ,41x1 I suppose we all have to admit that 
public attitudes about. activities and therefore, ~uagbe the activities 
themselves mean different things at different times. And maybe one has 
to have a different set of rules created from tinie to time and one of the 
not,ions of the gtlitleline would be, I think. to do that. 

I am not in favor of Congress every year deciding whether it is 
against homosexuality or particular other aberrant sexual conduct. 
And therefore this can be included or not. inc1ndc.d as the winds blow. 
I think that would be probably not legislatiwlv very desirable. 

Senator RSATIII.UL IJet, us suppose, however. iust, for the sake of dis- 
wssion, that these activities are the proper scope of a domestic intelli- 
gence investigat.ion and that that investigation is conducted and its 
object is obtained and the in\-estigation is rlwxd. then what should 
happen to this material , given the infinite capacity of the Govern- 
ment today to store and retrieve information? 

Attorney General LEVI. Well. the guidelines attempt to go in the 
direction that, after a period of tinle. material should be done away 
with. 

Senator, you have often posed questions for we to think about and 
this is another one that I think we ought to think about together: that 
is the destruction of information. It is also the destruction of evidence 
which might. be used to show abuses by the Bureau. 

Senator M~TIIIAS. If I knew the answer I would not ask the question. 
,ittorney General TAXI. If I knew the answer I would give it. 
But, I am saying, because T think it is a wry important question- 
Senator &THI.IS. I think n-hat you suggest is a very pertinent,, very 

current c.onsideration. that if you destroy all the files, you can do more 
than all the perfumes of Araby in wasl;inp out the blood. 

At’tornev General Izvr. The guidelines do move in that direction. 
There is * an argument about the time for the destruction of 
information. 

Senator MATIIIAS. There is a concurrw-lt question: If files are re- 
tained for any period of time, are they open for the purpose of na.me 
Aecks during that period? which is a. related but really a separate 
question, for background checks, for employment checks, that kind 
of thing. 

Attornry General I,IsvI. Well you could hare selective sealing of files 
and I suppose sclectire destr&ion of items. But it, is a very difficult 
thing. 

Senator ?r~.\TlIIAS. 1 would like to explore briefly your thoughts on 
a subject, we ha,re discussed with other witnessrs at some len,@. 14nd 
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that is wllcther ~011 believe tllnt :I warrant rrqi~irement for heginning U 

domestic intelligence in\-csti,gation would nwet the stantlards in the 
fourth amendment if it required less than ljrobable cause for the issu- 
ancc of a warrant. 1)rob:tble cause to believe that a crime has been 01 

II-as about* to OCCIll’. 
,\ttorncv General I,EVI. I think the qwstion really would be what 

the n-arrai;t woultl enable the obtainer to do. 
I-ntler the guidelines. just opening a preliminary investigation, 

what, can be done is not very m11cl1. It is so much less than a full in- 
vestigation. So, I think I would turn the question arolmi 

I think the court would really wonder why you want’ the warrant. 
,111~~ it certainly woultl clog the courts. 

Senator Jf.\&r.\s. The mti71sion of an informant, for example, into 
a political discussion. or any other activities is a much greater llltm- 

sion than a bug or a wiretap in that same con\-ersation. 
Xow, would this be, would the placement of an informant be that 

kind of activity ? 
,4ttorney General LEVI. Well. you see. the preliminary inrestiga- 

tion does not really allow new informants, so, as I say, it is quite 
limited. 

And I did respml that I understand there is a problem about the 
human ear, the human eye, which we discussed last time. But, I doubt 
that going for a warrant in each of those cases is feasible. 

And I think we have to be grown up enough not. to feel that we al- 
n.a.ys have to go to the courts. Kow, that may make us feel that. there 
is a lack of protection. But, I think a greater protection is to curtail the 
scope of the investigations to make sure that they are held to a high 
standard and to control dissemination of the information. 

Senator ~~ATIIIAS. Iyell, I think tha’t is the proper test.: Ydlether 

you can embark upon what are obviously immature reactions to events. 
‘I do not t.hink the fonrth amentlment~ itself is subject to a test of ma- 
turity or immaturity, but-- 

&torney General LEVI. X0, I do not, think the fourth amendment 
requires a warrant. 

But I understand the argument that it, is better, it is sometimes 
better to put a man on the Moon, because he will know more than a 
machine. So you are saying the same thing in terms of informers. 

Sellator ~\I.ITIIIAS. Finally, let me just. return to the Smith ,4ct for 
a minute, which, as T untle&and it, requires incitement to imminent 
action to overthrow the Government by violence. If a domestic intelli- 
gence investigation can beg-in with far less. only a theoretical ad’vocacy 
of some change--- 

Attornev General TAXI. I do not think it should begin with a theo- 
retical adrocacy of change. Sow. if you asked me whether it ever 
does, my answer is I (10 not know. Hut I do not think it. should begin 
wit.h that. 

Senator K\TIIIAS. Well, I think that between those two positions, 
there is a danger of first amendment violations. -ind I like your pm’- 

tion. I am not, arguing with you- 
Attorney General LEVI. Well. \ve rewrote this domestic sexxwity 

investigation plideline because I was tlisturbed bv the prior draft as 
tlot being tough enough and I think that I nlay now have come out 
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\\-itl~ something that is too restrictive. I am not SUE. *4nd this is a 
proper process of discussion back and forth, not only here but with 
the Isnrean and I hope that, one can get something from it that is 
useful. 

Senator MATIIIAS. Thank you very much. 
The (‘IX~TRJLAX. Senator ~Ionclale. 

Semtor MOSDAIX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
JIr. Levi, I think the most, fateful question that this committee, 0111 

Congress and our Government must face is whether we are .going to 
step beyond the Stone line and permit, investigative agencies to go 
beyontl niatters of law enforcement. matters of so-calletl “internal 
security.” 

If we decide that we must, then I am persuaded we should only do 
so based upon unarguable evidence that an exception is needed and 
then to grant such an exception only under the severest and most 
closely defined standards, and, if possible, under court supervision. 

If we fail to do that, I am convinced that this committee has failed 
and that in another 50 years, there will be hearings just like this in 
which the excesses that we have uncovered will have been repeated. 

I sav that because I think anything we do has to stand the test 
of what we have learned. And what we have learned is that the power 
to use the police for politics is a seductive and irresistible one. NO Pres- 
ident, no Attorney General can resist it. Few have. 

Rut we have now found that it is not a partisan issue. The Presi- 
dents of both political parties and a Ijirector who served under Presi- 
dents of both political parties were absolutely unable to resist the. right 
to snoop into the private affairs of ,1mericans, not to enforce the law, 
but in order to gain some political advantage. If you look at human 
historv. this has haprened everywhere, which is why we adopted the 
Bill of Rights. The FBI was set up precisely because it happened in 
Worltl War I and we had the scandal of the Palmer Raitls and all the 
rest. 

When I look at these vaguely defined guidelines, I have to ask, 
would they stand up under the direct orders to the contrary from a 
President of the United States? Would they stand up in the face of a 
willful Director who is angry or hostile or suspicious about c‘ouie of 
these political ideas, or about. the next Martin Luther King? My feel- 
ing is that based upon what we have learned, without any doubt, they 
would be swept away, as quicklv as a sand castle being overrun by a 
hurricane, they would mean noth”ing. 

1yhat we decide to do cannot be tested by the words, but by our 
notions of how human nature works when empowered in this way to 
play God with the American people. That is the test and it has got to 
be tested by what happens when t,he Nation is in frenzy and in fear, 
and it has got to be tested by what people do when they do not think 
they are going to be caught. And, for that reason, I see the step beyond 
the Stone line, namely beyoncl the enforcement of the criminal law, 
as not a step forward, but a step off a cliff, right back into the morass 
that we find ourselves in today. 

If YOU look at this record, it is a horrible one. The way Martin Luther 
Ring was hounded and harassed is a disgrace to every American. That 
this country once took all the Japanese and put them in internment 
camps we nolv know is one of the blackest pages in American history. 
It is that kind of record that whatever we do has to be tested against. 
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FOG tllat I-~:~SOII 1 think we have to tlrnw a line. the lint that .Jutlpe 
Stone.suggested. If we do grant, exceptions, they have to be specifically 
and rlgldly and unquestionably drawn, because there IS no pomt in 
talking about oversight if the standards are not understandable. And 
these laws have to be so clear that the Attorney General and the Direc- 
tor of the FBI would have to say when the President calls, “I am 
sorry, Mr. President, but we cannot do it, it. is against the law.” If they 
a.re not able to say that, I am convinced we will be right back here, 
someone will, those who follow us, 50 years from now, holding hear- 
ings similar to these. 

Would you respond to that? 
Attorney General Irmr. Well, I think, like the Stone statement. it is 

a good admonit.ion. As I tried to say in my statement, I do not think 
t,he Stone standards indicate that there should not be domestic secur- 
ity investigations because the Stone standard talks about items within 
the proper jurisdiction of the Bureau and violations of law and if you 
are going to have an investigating agency which is going to be at all 
responsible in those areas, they have to know some things which are 
related; closely related to violations of particular kinds of law. And 
I do not believe that the standards that have been drawn up are as 
vague as your statement, perhaps, suggests, because, when one uses the 
standard of the stop and frisk case, that is the standard, very close and 
perhaps too close. 

So, I think in terms of the Stone standard, it probably meets it. I 
am not sure that there is this big gap, because this says specifically, 
“specific and articulate facts giving reason to believe that an individ- 
ual or intlividuals acting in concert are engaged in activities” described 
in that paragraph. Those are activities of force and violence in viola- 
tion of the criminal statutes. 

So-and I should remind you, as I know I do not have to, that, as 
we said before, Congress has passed some rather broad crimmal 
statutes. 

Senator MOSDALE. Oh, yes. 
Attorney General LEVI. And the Stone standard is not very mean- 

ingful if you do that. 
Senator MOSDALE. The question now is once we know what has hap- 

pened, and we know the abuse that arises when people have this un- 
limited, ill-defined power, what do we do, if possible, to try to prevent 
its recurrence? That is the issue that faces you. That is the issue that 
faces me, and I am convinced that guidelines written by the executive 
can be rewritten .by the executive, and if not by you, by those who fol- 
low. And they will mean absolutely nothing against the will of a will- 
ing President, a willing Attorney General, or a willing Director- 
absolutely nothing, because they do not have the force of law. 

Attorney General LEVI. There’s no disagreement. I don’t think I 
should apologize for having ventured into the drafting, into having 
the guidelines drafted. It seems to me that that had to be done. 1 cer- 
tainly do not take the position that parts of them should not be put in 
statutory form. and I certainly do not take the position that some of 
them should not be put in Executive order form. I think we ought to 
US:B all the devices, those devices where more permanence is wanted 
and those devices where there might have to be changes from time to 
time. 
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Senator Afosns~~. Now? Mr. Levi, are you persuaded t,hat you have 
personally reviewed the specific instances of abuses by enforcement 
agencies, particularly the FBI ? Are you personally confident that your 
guidelines fit and meet and prevent a recurrence of those abuses2 

Attorney General LEVI. The guidelines are not completed. 
Senator MOSDALE. Have you personally looked through those mate- 

rials ‘6 
Attorney General LETI. At all the abuses? Certainly not. 
Senator MONDALE. Well, certainly not, you say. Mr. Schlesinger, 

confronted with a similar problem, sent a wire to all of his CIA facile- 
ties and said, “Give us all the examples that you know of in which our 
laws and our authority have been abused.” Have you done anything 
like that ? 

Attorney General LEVI. I have done several things. 
Senator MONDALE. Have you done anything like that 8 
Attorney General LEVI. I am trying to answer. 
Senator MONDALE. All right, proceed. 
Attorney General LEVI. We have an investigation going on of the 

COII1’TELPRO and COINTELPRO-like activities. We have several 
communications from me to t.he Director, directing that he report to 
me what he thinks are sensitive or irregular requests or practices. So 
that I think that. we have done both things that were done by Mr. 
Schlesinger. 

I assume that Mr. Schlesinger’s behavior has purified the CIA. I 
really do not know. 

Senator MONDALE. Well, let us take the most celebrated case of abuse, 
. Dr. King. Has someone in your Department read the FBI’s whole file 

on this? 
Attorney General LEVI. I cannot answer that question. Three people 

now are going through the entire file. 
Senator MONDALE. FBI file? 
Attorney General LEVI. Yes. 
Senator MOXDALE. The entire FBI file? 

Attorney General LEVI. So far as I know ; yes. 
Senator MONDALE. Are you sure of that 1 
Attorney General I,EVI. So far as I know, yes. If the question sug- 

gests that they cannot get at the file, that is really not ,the problem. 
The problem might be that there are so many files which may be in a 
variety of other files and references that it may be diflicult, but. there 
is not a problem about their getting access to the files, and they tell 
me they are doing it.. I have not myself done it. 

I have some feeling myself that I do not want to read the Martin 
Luther King file. I wanted to regard it, in fact, out cf the *sense of 
proprieties and privacy as sealed because it seems to me that, it was 
appropriate for the sake of the privacy of Dr. King to have that ma- 
terial disposed of, and I saw no point in my personally reading it. 

Senator Jfoxnatn. In other words, you are of the understanding 
that all of the FBI and other investigative Justice Department tiles 
of Dr. King have been reviewed ? 

Attorney General LIXI. So. I am saying that I was sldiciently 
disturbed about it so that I am having them all reviewecl. 

Senator RLOND.ILE. You said you <asked the Director of the FBI, 
Jfr. Kellry, for improprieties. Have you gotten a report on that? 
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AIttorney General IAXI. We have had some reports on where he 
thinks there are sensitil-e matters. 

Senator MOSI).\LE. I)0 you hare a complete report. on improprieties 1 
:\ttorney General LWI. I do not know that I would put it that way 

because there is a problem of what is an impropriety; where there 
are sensitive issues which lie thinks may raise a question, my belief 
is that he now brings them to me. 

Senator MOSDALE. What was your request to him ? 
Attorney General LEVI. Well, I do not have the precise statement. 
Senator MOS~AIZ. I mean, what were you trying to get from 

him? Evidence of FBI improprieties? A record of what had 
happened ? 

of 
Attorney General LEVI. Well, there are problems of misbehavior, 
what I would regard as misbehavior, or might regard as misbe- 

havior, and when one deals with matters of this kind, it is a learning 
process because the words do not always carry the same meaning. 

I was told when I ca.me to t.he Department that the COINTELPRO 
project had been completely reviewed and exposed. After I was in 
the Department, I discovered-and I think partly as a result of mis- 
communication to the Director-that they had found other items in 
the COINTELPRO project, and those were reported to this commit- 
tee and to other committees, but the point. is that you might have 
projects which go beyond the confines of COINTELPRO, which 
might. still involve similar behavior. 

Senator JIBSDALE. IVas it your testimony, if I heard you correctly 
just now. that this committee has received the reports given you by 
Director Kelley in response to your request ? 

httorney General LEVI. No ; I did not say that. I said that this 
committee received, I believe, a letter from me describing the addi- 
tional COISTELPRO projects. 

Senator MOSDALE. Xot, just COIXTELPRO. As I unclerstand your 
statement, “I instructetl Director Kelley to report to me any re- 
quests made of the Bureau or practices within the Bureau which 
he tleems improper or which present the appearance of impropriety,” 
and then, “on February 68. Director Kelley ordered FI31 personnel 
to report such requests or practices to him,” and I think you indicated 
that you have received some in response to that inquiry. 

Attorney General LWI. I say here, the Director promptly replied 
he has regularly provided information on programs underway within 
the Bureau which could raise questions. 

Senator Moso.41~. Did you get a report to him in response to that 
request ? 

,Utorney General LEVI. I have gotten reports from him. That is 
what this sentence says. He has provided information on conduct 
that could raise questions. 

Senator >Losn.\~~.:. Ordered FI31 personnel to report such requests 
or practices to him. SOW. has that been done? 

,ittorney General LEVI. Yes ; he did report them. 
Senator Mosn~~r:. He ordered it,? Did he get the report Z 
Attorney General LFXI. Well, I believe he did because I t.hink 

that IVRS one of the reasons that the additional COISTELPRO items 
surfaced. 
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SellatOr ~IOXDXLE. \vaS this jUSt hlited t0 COIxTE~APRO? 
Attorney General LEVI. So. 
Senator JIosu.11,E. (‘an we have those reports! 
At.torney General LEVI. I do not think there are very man? of 

them, but, I assume you can have them. The only thing is that it is 
hard to, it is a continuing process, and there are-1 ~~onld probably 
not. think they would raise questions of misconduct but more be a 
matter of sensitive questions. 

Senator ~IOSDALE. Iyell, 1 would like to have the reports that came 
to Director Iielley in response. 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, that. I do not know about. 
Senator MOSDALE. I am asking you, as the head of the Justice 

Department, if we could get those reports? 
,Utorney General LEVI. Well, I do not know if you can or not, 

but we will certainly consider it. 
Senator MONDALE. Why not? 
At.torney General LEVI. Because I think that it is one thing to give 

reports of that kind in confidence to a committee of this kind and 
another thing to make them public. 

Senator JIOXDALE. The CI,I gave theirs to us. IT’hy can’t you? 
Attorney General LEVI. Well7 I am not in the CIA. I do not care 

to be. I do not wish to be. 
Senator ;\I~XD~\LE. Do you consider that a good answer ? 
Attorney General I,EIT. I--yes ; I consider the answer as good as 

the question. 
Senator MOSDALE. Well, I think that kind of arrogance is why we 

have trouble between the executive and the legislative branch. Thank 
you, Mr. Chairman. 

The CIIAIRJ~AS. I understood Senator Mondale’s question to be 
whether you would furnish certain documents to the committee, not 
if you wished them to be made public or not that he was asking that 
the committee make them public. I do not, know that we had any 
problem in the past with the Department in getting information of 
this kind. 

Attorney General LEVI. I apologize to Senator Mondale if I ap- 
peared arrogant. I thought that somebody else was appearing ar- 
rogant, but I apologize. 

The point is that if you ask agents to report on what they may think 
is misconduct, if they think that that is going to be made public, 
that would, I believe, be very chilling. TZ personally, have no reason 
to not want to give it. to a committee if it. is to be kept in confidence. 
I do not know what the Bureau’s position on that would be, and my 
relationship with the Bureau is that I like to discuss these matters 
with them before giving a definitive answer because I am not that 
arrogant. 

The Crr.~rnar.~~. 
that, ~011 know that 

Well, leaving all personal references aside. I think 
v;hen this committee has asked and received infor- 

mation in confidence. it has kept the confidence. 
Attorney General LEVI. And we have tried very hard to give 

you information. 
The CII.\IRM.\S. So that ought not to be any problem. and I would 

appreciate your following up Senator JIonclalc’s request because I 
regartl it as an important one and not a frivolous one. and in that 
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connection let me sar, just before we move on to further questions, 
that some time ago, m early August, you sent a letter to me in which 
you requested from the committee-this seems appropriate now be- 
cause it is a request. in reverse-you requested of the committee in- 
formation that was contained in our files! transcripts, and testimony 
which might bear upon investigations currently being conducted by 
this Ijepartment. You did not get a w&en reply to that letter, but, 
as I think you will recall, we met shortly later-and I think Judge 
Tyler was present, and I was present at the time-and this subject 
was touched upon. and I said that the committee wanted to cooperate 
in making available whatever information we could that would be 
helpful to the I)epartment and that there N-ould be a followup in 
which Mr. Schwarz and Mr. Smothers would collaborate with repre- 
sentatives of your Ijepartment to find out the best way for proceeding 
to implement the ,Justice Department’s request. 

Since then you have sent several more letters. Just recently we have 
rereivetl more letters relating to more targeted matters, including 
the Dr. Martin Luther King matter and the Chilean matter. 

I simply want to assure you, as a matter of public record, that the 
committee, having considered this earlier request, is fully willing to 
cooperate in any way. and n-e will see to it that procedures are now 
worked out. so that there will be no further delay. Our preoccupat.ion 
with the assassination investjgation and the issuance of t.he committee’s 
report has preempted our tmie, but we think that these requests are 
important, and we stand ready to work with the Justice Department 
in making all relevant, information available. 

Attorney General LEVI. I am delighted to have that assurance. 
The Crr.unxn-. Xow, Senator Schweiker. 
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
A\ttorney General Levi, I am pleased to see that you have announced 

this week the establishment. of the Office of Professional Responsibility 
to aid in the oversight of the invest.igations or allegations of miscon- 
duct by different employees wit.hin t.he Department of Just.ice. I have 
been interested in something along this line for some time,, and I com- 
mend you for taking the lead in this area. I would just hke to really 
ask you a few questions about t,he kind of concept that. this is. 

Originally, Attorney General Saxbe had something that, at one 
point, was labeled the Office of Special Review. I just wonder briefly 
how it differs and what. the, difference might be in terms of structure or 
organizat.ion 8 

Att,orney General LEVI. Well, the differences may not be as great. as 
I thought thev were. when I drafted out this new order, but there are, 
I think, these*ditferences. In the first place the Counsel would be in the 
Office of Special Responsibility and, mllike the person who would be 
in the Office of Special Review, he would be in a position to directly 
receive complaints and then to directly refer them or to make a recom- 
mendation to me about them. 

As I read the Office of Special Review, the holder of that office would 
not have been in a posit.ion to receive complaints unless the complaint 
was given to him by the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney 
General. 

XOW, I thought that additional channel, \I-hile I hope it will not be 
the major channels was an important t,hing to keep open, and, there- 
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fore, I wanted to make that clear. I also wanted to embody in this new 
order the experience tl1a.t we have had. We have called in special 
groups to do investigat.ing as we did with the DEA when we organized 
a special tea.m, and I wanted to reflect in this order that there would 
be occasions when t.he ordinary investigative practices would not be 
sufficient. I wanted to have t,he Counsel put. in the position where he 
could recommend that a special kind of review would be necessary 
through a different kind of a group, perhaps through a group as- 
sembled by him, perhaps going outside of the Department. 

I think this spells it out bette:, although my belief now is that one 
could have found that probably In the prior order. It was not as clear 
to me. 

Finally, I wanted to be sure that there was a memory in the Depart- 
ment and a cont.inuation and a continual review of practices and 
procedures and ability to get the material from any part of the Depart- 
ment. I wanted to spell t,hat out and frequent reporting, and I also 
wanted to have an advisory committee from the whole Department 
to this Counsel, 

llow, as I say, as I have thought about it’ since, I wonder, is it that 
different :! I think it is different. In some respects it is stronger, and 
I felt we should make it stronger. 

Senator SCHWEIKER. Will this office have the authority to go into a 
program review like the GAO program audit, or will it be primarily 
focused on allegations of misconduct or both? 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I think it will be focused on allega- 
tions of misconduct a.ncl it will also focus on the procedures and e&c- 
tiveness of review, but it is set up so that it can recommend beyond 
that, and if it wishes to recommend for the Department such other 
kinds of review then it is within the Counsel’s prerogative to do that. 

Senator SCHWEIKER. And what kind of staffing is anticipated? 
Attorney General LEVI. I anticipate a small staff because I do not 

lvant to build up anot,her bureaucracy with a large investigative staff. 
I think that, by and large, if the Counsel makes such suggestions we 
will then have to find out where to go and how to-deal with it. I do 
not want to set up another large investigating staff, which will have 
to be investigated. 

Senator SCHWJLIKER. One of the things that came out this week-and 
I am not sure that this would be subject to this new committes or office 
procedure or not-but there has been a lot of discussion about the 
personal files of Mr. Hoover t,hat Helen Gandy had, and I would just 
like to read one paragraph from the latest issue of Time magazine that 
seems to show a little bit of a twist, if I understood it, because up until 
now there were mainly personal files that Miss Gandy went through. 
This latest edit.ion says : 

Before secretary Gandy could look at Mr. Hoover’s office, the files, the most 
sensitive papers were carried off in an FBI truck to West Virginia’s Blue Ridge 
Mountain Club, a Shenandoah Mountain hideaway used by innermost FBI 
officials for regular poker games with the CIA and other cronies. The pqwrs 
were burned in the club’s large fireplace. Precisely who ordered this destruction 
and carried it out has not been disclosed. The three-story club worth $300,000, 
was burned down in a fire of unknown cause December 23. No evidence of arson 
has been discovered. 

This indicates to me, if it is t.rue, and I do not know if it is true at 
all, some FBI participat.ion in terms of separating out files so that 
even ?tliss Gandy could not see some of tBese files and obviously, if t,hc 
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storv is accurate, thev were destroyed. Can you shed an 
and-is this somethinlg that the Mice of Professional 

. light on that, 
E onduct would 

be looking into I 
:ittol’ney General L~vr. I have asked the C’riminal I)ivision to inves- 

t&ate any ant1 all of the items relating to the I)epart,ment of Justice 
which have come before this committee. Anc$ of course, they are rather 
anxious to get this mntcrial. and this certamly will be part of it. 

Senator SCIIWEIIIER. Can you give LIS any mdication whether this 
account is accurate at this point ? 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I really cannot because I have to say 
that it does not-it. does not conform to my memory of the documents 
that I have seen. But. I cannot really answer t,hat question. 

Senator SCIIWEIHER. On t.he matter of the Office of Professional 
Conduct, will it. have the right to go in anywhere it feels it should go, 
in terms of pursuing its job, as I understood what you saidd Would 
there be any restraints? 

Attorney General LEVI. I think it will not be subject to restraints. 
I think it may have to be subject to negot,iation. 

Senator SVIIWEIKER. And it would have access to all of the material 
in its original form, if need be? 

Attorney General LEVI. I think the negotiation might be whether, 
if need be. I can understand that. there might be some sensitive infor- 
ma.tion which t,here would be resistance to giving and so on. But I 
t,hink that anything it needed it would get. 

Senator SCIIWEIKER. Would you envision that. a new joint committee 
of Congress charged with overseeing intelligence activities might have 
access to information such as their reports’? 

At.torney General LEVI. Well, I t.hink that is going to be dependent- 
that is a touchy subject because if it. is going to be public, then the way 
the material is obtained and the way it is written about will be in a 
certain way. If it is going to be kept confidential, and we know it is 
going to be confidential, then there are less problems. I am not sure. 

Senator SCIIWEIKER. So as far as YOLI are concerned, that is open to 
negotist,ion at this point in terms of working something out that would 
meet. the guidelines ~OLI have in mind ? 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I think so. There is no joint commit- 
tee at present, and of course, that is one of the problems. Certainly 
one would hope that a reasonable exposure to what was being done 
wo~dd be available. But I tlo not really believe--T (10 not really think 
that it, is appropriate for a joint comniittee to be on top of exploring 
the files of the Rurenu. 

Kow I know there is a great difference of opinion between some mem- 
bers of the committee at least on that. I think that is close to the line 
of managing the Bureau and I think its management really is not a 
legislative function. But certainly to be advised, to have that kind 
of appropriate oversight to be helpful on that, I think would be fine. 

The (‘II.\IRX\S. Would the Senator yieltl? 
Of course it is not an appropriate function of the (‘ongress to man- 

(late the FBI or to second Euess their investigation of ongoing cases. 
But assuredly, it is part of the responsibility of the Congress to in- 
vestigate wrongdoing and if we have reason to believe that there is 
wrongtloing. within the I<ureaIl. it may be necessary to pet to the ~‘a\\- 
files in order to ascertain that. If that does not go to the heart of the 
oversight function, I do not knolv what does. 
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Attorney General TADI. Well it is like many of the questions that we 
have discussed earlier. One has to be very sensitive to the limitations 
because if you have an open investigation and there is the possibility 
of any political influence, either to act or not act, then I get very upset 
at the notion of those going to a congressional committee. 

,4nd I think everyone can understand that kind of problem. So it 
has to be balanced. 

Senator SCHWEIKER. Well, Mr. Attorney General, I can understand 
protecting informants and protecting raw tiles. I think that is lepiti- 
mate. That is something that we would have a responsibility in the 
Congress to do. But I do have trouble, assuming that can be worked 
out, and I think that is a very important point, particularly from the 
administration of the Department of Justice and the FBI. But as- 
suming that can be worked out, I do not see how you can possibly be 
protected; that what we just saw happen in the last 30 years will not 
happen again, and that your inspection force will work, or that any 
oversight committee will work unless we do have that kind of 
prerogative. 

On the basis that I outlined, it just seems to me we are sort of 
deluding ourselves in view of what has happened, not to have that 
access, tirst for you, but secondarily for some responsible element of 
the Congress that would be guided by certain restrictions protecting 
that. 

Attorney General Tzvr. My only suggestion is that it, may be that 
the Attorney General should be able to see things which the congres- 
sional committee ought not to see. And I just, think we have to think 
that through. There are stages. They are all problems of privacy. They 
are all problems of exposing individuals to obloquy. I think we have 
to take all that into consideration. 

Senator SCHWEIKER. That. is all I have. 
The CHAIRMAN. If we had not had access to the raw files, we would 

never have discovered the FBI’s plan to discredit Dr. King and nick 
his successor. And you recognize the responsibility of this committee 
and we have worked out procedures which have enabled us to reach 
this basic evidence in ways that did not reveal informants or did not 
reveal agents. And I think that guidelines of this kind could be worked 
out between a permanent oversight committee and Attorneys General 
SO that the committee could get its job done. So I really do not believe 
that the problem is insuperable, and the fact that we have been able to 
get to the raw files when we needed to demonstrate that it can be done. 

Senator Hart 8 
Senator HART of Colorado. Mr. Attorney General, I would like to 

pursue this last question 1 minute further, and that has to do with 
raw files. It is my understanding that in the recent GAO inquiry into 
Bureau activities, they worked almost exclusively, if not totally ex- 
clusvely, from Bureau or Departmental summaries. Is that correct, in 
their investigation? 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, that is what I understand. 
Senator HAN of Colorado. ,4nd what vou are saying here today is 

that in the future, if there is established an oversight, a permanent 
oversight congressional committee, that your recommendation would 
be that raw files, reporting under some restrictions, would be available: 
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that it would be 11lc same guidelines and the same kinds of invest.iga- 
tion that the GAO does. 

Attorney General LEVI. I did not mean to assert that it would have to 
be based on summaries. No, I did not. I just think we have a problem 
as to the proprieties of what the joint committee-if there is a joint 
committee-would want, and what we should appropriately give. 

I have to say that there might be a temptation on the part of our 
Department of Justice to give more than it wanted to, and in later 
years that might be a problem. So one has to balance that. 

Your committee, this committee did not ask for all of the King 
files. And I rather suspect that this committee had the same, to some 
extent at least, the same feelings of sensitivity and propriety which I 
had when I said I did not want. to look at them because there are ma- 
terials there which I really think should be regarded as secret. And 
that is the kind of problem one has to get into. 

Senator HART of Colorado. But as a basic proposition, you are wil- 
ling to go beyond that to some degree 1 

Attorney General LEVI. Yes; I am. Of course the Bureau might not 
like the idea. 

Senator HART of Colorado. Oh, I am sure they will not. 
Yesterday I asked Director Kelley about the letter we received from 

one of your assistants, Mr. Pottinger, in connection with investiga- 
tion of the King case internally. And he asked us for FBI records and 
documents, “all materials” was the phrase I think he used. The Di- 
rector seemed somewhat puzzled by that, but I guess my question is: 
Why is the Justice Department contacting this committee for FBI 
records P 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I cannot imagine why, unless you were 
given the only copies. 

Senator HART of Colorado. I would be surprised if that happened. 
Attorney General LEVI. But if the suggestion is that he can only get 

lhem that way, and not directly from the Bureau, I think that is 
really incorrect because it just happens that I have specifically asked 
Mr. Pottinger whether he had access to all the materials and he said 
yes. But it may be that our form of record keeping is such that you 
have things where \ve do not know where the copies are, and you have a 
great deal of material. 

Senator HART of Colorado. But you have no doubt that you will get 
everything the FBI has on this matter? 

Attorney General LEVI. I have no doubt that people investigating 
it for me will get everything the FBI knows that it, has. As you know, 
it is possible that there are materials in other files somewhere. 

Senator HAWK of Colorado. Well, I am talking about conscious 
withholding. 

Attorney General LEVI. I do not, believe there will be conscious 
withholding. 

Senator HART of Colorado. If or when you depart from the Depart- 
ment of Justice, will you so do with any degree of fear of an overly 
independent FBI in the future ? Leaving aside the question of the re- 
lationship that exists now, but is it a matter of concern to you about 
your successors; that the Bureau is too independent of the Attorney 
General ? 
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Attorney General T,r;vr. Well, I have alrca.dy said tha.t I think that 
there is a certain amount of distance and independence. It is probably 
desirable. But. of course I am concerned, of course 1 am concerned. I 
am concerned not only about the future but of today. 

Senator HART of Colorado. And therefore, you would suggest, that 
Congress ought to also be concerned about that.? 

Attorney General LEVI. I have said so. I agree. 
Senator HART of Colorado. In connection with these guidelines that 

we are talking about, one of the very puzzling areas that this commit- 
tee is engaged is the Huston plan, Operation CHAOS and so on. back 
in the 1960’s and early 1970%; the tendency on the part of both the 
Department and the Bureau and many in the White House to fear 
that domestic protest groups, particularly in connection with matters 
of race or the Vietnam war, had some outside or foreign domination or 
guidance or clirection or support. 

What. do you think these guidelines should say for the future about 
separating genuine domestic, domestically oriented and controlled 
protest that is legitimate and contiitutional, from the kind of official 
governmental harrassment that did in fact go on with very, very little 
substantial support for the proposit.ion thit it was foreign dominated Z 
What can be done about that in the future f 

Attorney General LEVI. It is terribly difficult for the very reason 
of your last phrase, in which you correctly emphasized that we do 
not have the guidelines on the foreign dominated organizations. The 
question is how close one can come to barring evidence of that domi- 
nation when the purpose of the investigation in some sense has to be 
to obtain that very data. So I suppose what one would try to do is to 
rise some kind of a likely standard or something of that sort as one 
approaches it and then a reason to believe or some such thing which 
we have come to temporarily on the domestic security ones, the stop 
and frisk standard which is a pretty stringent standard for investi- 
gation. 

But I think there is a problem. 
Senator HART of Colorado, But not with judicial approval; I think 

that is your strong recommendation 21 
Attorney General LEVI. I do not know whether it is strong or not. 
Senator H.\RT of Colorado. It is consistent. 
Attorney General LEVI. I just do not think that is the most desira- 

ble path. I think it puts an enormous burden on the court. I do not 
know how the court will exercise it. I doubt if it is the best way. But 
it may be one way. 

Senator HART of Colorado. In a hypothetical situation, where you 
are the ultimate decision-maker as to whether a wiretap should be 
implanted, and the rights of the individual would be jeopardized, 
the constitutional rights of that individual or that group would be 
clearly jeopardized by the proposed surveillance, wiretapping or 
whatever, what would be your own personal judgment on that, where 
there was an absolutely even quest,ion ; th.ere was no question consti- 
tutional rights would be infringed upon, and yet t,he balancing con- 
sideration was that there might be some evidence of criminal activity 
or subversion or whatever? 

Would you come down on the individual or group’s side, or the 
other way ? 
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-ittorncy (General LEVI. Well, I must believe that there is a mis- 
understanding between us because I do not authorize anything where 
I think there is :I violation of constitutional rights. So I think I must 
be misuntlerstancling. 

Senator HART of ('olorutlo. Well, T am trying to get, inside the 
mind of an individual ~110 is going to have this authority ; that YOU 
do not want an oflicer of the court to have, about what outweighs 
what~, where you do not know what information you are looking for, 
and t,he Bureau agent is recommending a wiretap or a mail search and 
he is just saying I think there may be some evidence here that we 
might need, and so on and so forth. 

So I have to put it in a hypothetical- 
Attorney General Idm. You see- 

Senator HART of Colorado. L)o you resolve differences in favor Of 
the individual ? 

Attorney General LEVI. I do want to say something about the hypo- 
thetical. In this first place, under title III, the wiretaps require judi- 
cial approval and the legislation that we are drafting concerns 
electronic surveillance which is not. a t.itle III matter. We are sug- 
gesting because of reasons which I think I st,ated before to the com- 
mittee, our view that judicial approval might be desirable. 

As to mail openings, it seems to me that, at the present time at least, 
that would require a w-arrant so that- 

Senator HART of Colorado. Well, I am talking about a national 
security area where there is no judicial- 

Attorney General I,EVI. I do not know of any national SeCUrity au- 
thorization. I do not want to get into that area. But I do not know of 
a present authorization which would permit me to, without a warrant, 
aut,horize the openiqg of mail. So I think one has to weigh the individ- 
ual rights very seriously and obviously give them emphasis. But I 
do not like TV be suggesting by my answer that in those particular 
hypotheticals that the decision would be made without-or could 
be made or would be made without judicial review because I think in 
those particular examples there would be a warrant-there would 
have to be a warrant. 

Senator HART of Colorado. Well, I am talking about the area 
where there are no warrants. But I cannot frame the hypothetical 
clearly enough. 

.ittorney General LEYI. Well. it has been framed in terms of the 
use of informants; and where I do not think there should be a war- 
rant. and there is not a warrant. as far as I know, and there does not 
have to be, in terms of constitutional requirements, at least at the 
present time. I think one does have to be very sensitive. I think Stone 
was correct and if you are going to have an agency of this kind, and 
it is going to survive with the proper discipline and so on, it has to 
be extremely sensitive to individual rights. 

The CIL\IRM.W. Senator Hart, do you have further questions? 
Senator HART of Michigan. Yes, bir. Chairman, on specifics really. 
On this business of congressional oversight, we have been going 

back and forth with you and with others earlier on the standards and 
guidelines of investigations. This nlorning you indicated that some 
of the guidelines might well be in statute and others in regulation, 
and you suggested executive orders, and that gets to the point that 
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even in the area where statutory definition of guidelines is appropri- 
ate. no matter how skilled the drafter, it will leave unanswered cer- 
tain things. So it also will have to be implement,ed by departmental 
orders and guidelines, making even more explicit the do’s and dont’s 
and safeguards. 

Should not those regulations, which you? or you and the Bureau, 
or the Bureau issue to implement or e,laborate on whatever we do by 
statute. be subject to debate ant1 approval. at least by the Oversight 
Committee, which everybody assumes we will have, if not by the Con- 
gress? Is not that really the starting point for a useful oversight? 

-\ttorney General T,EVI. Well, I think a useful oversight can in- 
volve debate and: hopefully. it will involve approval. but if you mean 
by that, formal approval by a committee as a new form of additional 
legislation, I think it raises constitutional questions, and I really do 
not know why one would want to raise those questions because it does 
not. seem to me essential. 

Senator HART of Michigan. Well. it may ‘be unconstitutional to 
require the elections commission to come in and tell us what they pro- 
pose to do to implement the rules of criminal procedure. 

,4ttorney General LEVI. Well, Senator Hart, I had been asked how 
constitutional I am in various ways, and I think the Constitution 
applies and should be followed, and I think there is a constitutional 
question. It may be that we should change the Constitution and have a 
form of subsequent legislation through congressional committees. 

I think there is a problem. There is an abuse. I happen to think that 
the affirmative action legislation, if you trace affirmative action legis- 
lation by the Congress to Executive orders and then to the Labor 
Department, you have a horror story. It happens to be a horror story 
that some people like, but I regard it as a horror story because the 
deviations are quite great. So, it is possible that here, if you have very 
general legislation and then you have Executive orders and then you 
have other orders, the deviation may be very great. I understand the 
problem, and I would hope that an oversight committee could look 
at it, but to have the oversight committee then have a veto power or 
a new subseque.nt enactment. power seems to me to be a strange 
creation of a subhouse of, I do not know what, the Congress, and I 
regard it as probably not legislation, but rather an Executive 
function. 

If it is going to be legislation, I think it should be legislation. 
Senator HART of Michigan. I am not wise, but I am wise enough 

not to pursue a constitutional issue with you. I am almost tempted to 
have you ask the Department and the Bureau who does those things 
to give US a memo on why it might be unconstitutional with respect to 
the point I am suggesting, reviewing and approving guidelines, inter- 
preting statutory direction with respect to the Bureau, but not, un- 
constitutional for us to claim, as we do and have, the right to veto 
rules of criminal procedure, but the Director has been burdened 
enough. 

Attorney General LFXI. We could put it back and require enact.ment. 
You could have a procedure in which after the statute, the regulations 
would be put before the Congress and require enactment in order to be 
rffective. 
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Senator HART of JIichigan. That would certainly be oversight,. This 
follows up an earlier point. of discussion. When we do pass a statute, we 
can see how the courts and the agencies are applying them because of 
the agencies’ actions and the courts decisions arc public. It would not 
re.ally atfect. safeguards in this area, Txxplire that the oversight com- 
mittee be a.ble to see the kind of documentation that had been given to 
you. or if it is a case of going to a court, seeking a warrant.. that under- 
lying material real!y would be the best basis for an oversight com- 
ml’l:tre making the judgment as to whe.ther the Att.orney General ap- 
propriately w:ts supplyinS what was intended. 

Do you agree that ore&&t, how the statute or your guidelines or 
others’ guidelines requires that kind of access? I know this looks way 
down the road. 

Attorney General LEVI. Yes, I think it does. Well, t.he faots of life 
are that, you cannot look much because you will not have the time, and 
the facts of life are &at ‘at least I do not think it is good admimtira- 
tion to have congressional ‘investigators plowing through an agency. 
So I t.hink one has to think about those questions. I do believe that 
with proper safeguards of confidentiality a committee could get such 
material. 

Senator HART of Michigan. As my question implied, it would seem 
to me th,a& unless we knew t.he kind of argument and evidence that 
an At,torney General is finding adequate to meet that standard, we 
would not know whether our standards were- 

Attorney General LEVI. That is right. There might be some problems. 
Every once in awhile Ithere is something of such sensitivity that it 
might ‘be in a special category, I am sure. 

Senator HART of Michigan. On the matter of electronic surveillance 
you said some weeks a.go the standards to be used with a citizen, w&h 
an American citizen, would be? would depend on whether he is here or 
overseas. Perhaps that does not fairly summarize what you said. 

ACtorney General LEVI. R’o, it does not. 
Senator HART of Michigan. All right. I will be a little bit more fair. 

You said the different standards would apply when the oitizen was an 
agent of a foreign power, which is what you said. Is it your view that 
the same standard which really is to say does the fou+th ,amendment 
apply equally to an American citizen, whether he is operating at home 
or abroad, in terms of the electronic surveillance that can be used by 
our Government., or ati. the request of our Government? 

Atitorney General LEVI. I do not think it is absolutely clear, bu6 my 
answer would be yes, but I do not think it. is clear in the de&ions. 

Senator HART of Michigan. What are the present policies regarding 
disse.mination of the product of electronic surveillance when it is 
targeted on an embassy or a forei,gn diplomat, but the device picks up 
noncriminal communicaCons as ti :\mcrieans? Specifically, suppose an 
American is talking on the phone to ‘an embassy of a Middle Eastern 
count,ry, and he is discussing plans for political activities to lobby 
Congress for support of adion which he and other Americans plan. 
They might even be discussing legislative plans of Senators who dis- 
agree with the ad,ministration. 

If you have a national security tap on an embassy and pick up that 
conversation, is that fair game for sending to the Jvhite House simply 
because the tap was legal ? 
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Attornev General LEVI. The answer is no. 
Senator’HA\nr of Michigan. On the matter of future deterrence of 

unauthorized ‘activit.y, we have been ‘t;alking about what should be 
authorized and how to set up procedures. Ko matter how brilliantly 
we, draft our statotes and guidelines, the problem of human frailty will 
be there. The best system will not eliminate temptation or occassional 
succumbing to te.mptation or transgression. Should there be specific 
criminal penalties for Government officers who take or approve un- 
authorized a&ion in this area ? 

Attorney General LEVI. In the areas of what? 
Senator HART of Michligan. ,4 Government official who ignores, 

averts, or violates a guideline. 
Attorney General LEVI. Well, there ,are all kinds of penalties now, 

and all kinds of threats of damage suits, and what.not. I think it is a 
quest.ion of how serious the violation is, how willful it is. I think I 
wnuld have to know more about it. 

Senator HART of Michigan. Would a good stiff penalty on the books 
serve as a deterrent for possible abuse? 

Attorney General LEVI. It depends upon the kind of abuse one is 
talking about. and, as I indicated before, the privacy sta’tute in itself 
imposes penalties now. If we are t.alking about the grosser acts of some 
Presidents, let. us say, or others making illegal, unauthorized opera- 
tions or uses, well, I do not know what the penalty would be on tthe 
President, and somehow or other I have a feeling tbalt I am not sure 
that is where a great penalty would make a difference. 

Senator HART of Michigan. Let us look at it from the point of view 
.of the fellow whose privacy has been invaded, and violations notwith- 
standing, statutory or guideline rule, should he be given standing to 
sue for damages? 

At.torney General LEVI. Well, as to whether he has Standing and 
should be able to sue, where the conduct ,is illicit, there is no doubt that 
there will be suits. There are suits. 

Senator HART of Michigan. But my notes say that the court has 
held that unless you can show specific damages, which is a tough thing 
under the first amendment, that you are barred from challenging in- 
vestigation. 

Attorney General LEVI. But I think that were there is not, really is 
not, any real da.mage, I am not sure that damages should be given. I 
really do not think ‘that is the way one can- 

Senator HART of Michigan. How about standing to seek an injunc- 
tion Z Even though there is not reason for damages? 

Attorney General LEVI. An injuncbion so that the court would be 
operating that segment ? I would think that would be another problem 
as to (the separation of powers, really; an injunction related to that 
particular person maybe. I do not t.hink a class action telling the De- 
partment of dustice ‘that they could never use this, that or the other 
device toward this group-- 

Senator HART of Michigan. Well, there is nothing novel about seek- 
ing injunctions against the Attorney General or other departments 
from doing something, so I am curious about what we do about. some- 
one who is ‘being tailed. 

Atitorney General LEVI. Well, I t.hought that you were not thinking 
about the problem of damages so much, as to the problem of controls 
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on the operation of the Depar’tment, and I was looking at it from that 
standpoint. I think there is a problem about damages. There is a 
problem about the rights of people who may have been injured and 
whether they should be notified, and I, frankly, do not know the answer 
to t.htit question. 

Senator HART of Michigan. And you do not know the answer yet on 
that one? 

Attorney Gener’al LEVI. I think it is a very mixed question, and it 
may be that they should be notified. I do n& know how they would 
be notified, what the basis would be. It is not something about which 
I care to express myself. 

Senator HART of Michigan. Well, the mechanics of notifying some- 
body whose mail has been opened, that is not complicatted. 

Attorney General LIEVI. I am not talking about mail openings. I tam 
talking about such thivgs as in the COINTELPRO, possibly. 

Senator HART of M&igan. Let me read you the full question to 
make sure we have covered this. I really thought 6hat you had under 
study methods m2hich might respond to the abuses in terms of, ,at least 
alertmg American citizens whose privacy had been invaded upon. 

Attorney General LEVI. We do, but I am just saying th’art I do not 
know wha’t the answer is. 

Senator HART of llichigan. You are studying and seeking the right 
answer 1 

Attorney General LEVI. Yes. 
Senat,or HART of Michigan. Well, why is there a problem? Why is 

the search for the right answer so complicated in terms of those who 
have the subject of COINTELPRO files? Now, maybe they will read 
about it through these hearings, but there are a whole slew of them. 

Attorney General LEVI. There has been a lot of reading about it. 
There are Freedom of Information Act requests which, obviously, re- 
flect a knowledge on the part of some people, but all I am really saying 
is that that is one of those mat.ters which I think one has to explore. 
The first reaction, and certainly my reaction, is that in some way they 
should be notified. Then I come to the question of how do we know 
who they are. Suppose nothing actually occurred. Is t.hen the person 
to be notified? Or suppose it is the. kind of case where if the person 
is notified, there might be embarrassment to the person, which is con- 
ceivable, and so on? Is it appropriate for the Department, itself, to 
make a tentative judgment. as to whether there was any injury or not, 
or is that inappropriate? 

There are lots of questions in there, and my own inclination is that 
t,hey should be notified in some way, but I think it is worth some 
thought. 

Senator HART of Michigan. And that thought is being given? 
Attorney General LEVI. Oh, yes. 
Senator HART of Michigan. So that Martin Luther King, who 

would have known about a lot, of things that were going on? and a 
lot of people whose names will never surface. in connection with this 
committee, who have had similar-well, not similar, but experiences 
which might very well give rise to a claim-how soon do you have 
to be able to figure out what, if anything, the Department’s obligation 
is toward them ? 
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toget,her a group on that, in fact, two groups. I think whatever answer 
is given by the Department may well have to be the same answer that 
is given by other parts of t.he Government. That seems to me to require 
some further discussion. And one has to try to t.hink through, as I 
say, the consequences. To notify a person that he or she wa.s the 
subject of COINTELPRO at this time many years later may actually 
cause., perhaps, it is strange to think this, but it might actually cause 
embarrassment to that person now who would rather not know it, and 
if they had no consequence, if it had no consequence, is that a good 
thing to do? 

Let me tell you, I was told when I came down to the Department+ 
I do not know if you believe this or not-but I was the recipient of a 
COINTELPRO letter, but. more recently, since I have ordered a 
review of all the COINTELPRO files, I have had this letter confirmed 
to me. 

When I was president of the University of Chicago, apparently an 
anonymous letter was written, I _gather, claiming that some professor 
was a Communist, and I do not know what was supposed to follow 
from that., but, in any event, there was, and I do not know whether 
t.he letter was anonvmous, but it probably was. If I got the letter, I 
u-ould have thrown-it away. It would have had no consequence, and 
I have no recollection of it. Now, if there is such a letter and persons 
exist, then notificat.ion of that person, is that desirable? I just do not 
know. 

Senator HART of Michigan. I would suggest that the Department 
ought not to make the judgment as to whether, to use your expression 
it had no consequence to the subject. I think that that would be a deci- 
sion that more correctly should be made by the subject in his mind, and 
not the Department of Justice, as you go through that file. 

I would hope there could be a resolution of which you would say 
to be the right answer. 

At,torney General LEVI. I have thought of suggesting the Congress 
establish some kind of a claims division. But, in any event, it is some- 
thing we are thinking about.. 

Senator HART of Michigan. Well, I hope we can come out of this 
with some teeth in what we do because you suggested perhaps criminal 
penalties would not be very effective, and you describe the difficulties 
that attach to civil remedies, and you suggest that no matter how care- 
fully drafted- 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, there are civil penalties now, but I 
hate to think that, if.guidelines are drafted and if there is a violation 
of one of the guidelmes, that the consequence is a criminal penalty. 
Somehow or other that seems to me an inappropriate way. 

Senator HURT of Michigan. It would not be a criminal penalty un- 
less the person knowingly took action in violation of the guidelines. 
And if you are paid by the taxpayer, why should you not be subject 
to sanctions of that kind? 

Attorney General LEVI. I do not really see why payment by the 
taxpayer--- 

Senator HURT of Michigan. Well, why should you not be subject 
to sanctions if you knowingly break the rule ? 

At’torney General rAEIT. I think mv problem is that I think you have 
proble.ms of discipline in any organization, and I think one ought to 
be careful not to cover the field of administrative discipline in a gov- 
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ernment with criminal penalties which I think is self-defeating. So, 
that is the only reason. 

The CHAIRMAN. Just t,wo subjects, Mr. Attorney General, and then 
I am finished, and I will conclude the hearing. 

Yesterday I asked Director Kelley about the amount of time and 
money and general imposition on the overall resources of the FBI that 
was represented in the many investigations they routinely make that 
deal with appointees or nominees, and people being considered for 
Federal employment. And he said he would supply those figures and 
give us some idea of how much of the workload this represented. 

It is my understanding that the FBI does these investigations only 
for sensitive civilian jobs, and wherever a name check digs up informa- 
tion from FBI files indicating a possible security risk. In other words, 
the FBI name check is there if there is an allegation in the FBI files 
that a person might have once been associated with a subversive or ex- 
tremist organization or something like that, or if the position to which 
the nominee is to be appointed is regarded as sensitive. Then the FBI 
does the investigat.ion of the nominee. Otherwise, it is done by the 
Civil Service Commission. 

I am wondering if when it comes to guidelines, that not ought to be 
a good place to look pret.ty carefully to see how much of this is really 
necessary. My impression in the past has been that the.re are many 
FBI checks being done for positions that could not possibly be regarded 
as sensitive as far as national security is concerned, and ma be we just 
have overdone this back in the period when we were terri 5; ly fright- 
ened, in the McCarthy years, and it has never been looked at sufficiently 
since to see if it still is all that necessary. 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I agree, and a good place to be ‘n is 
with executive order that has been modified many times on suita ility f 
for employment. 

The CHAIRMAN. I do not know whether it is feasible to trv to legis- 
late here, or whe,ther there could be a way that legislation”migh~be 
helpful as a part of the basic or generic FBI law that we hope to draw 
up concerning this phase of the FBI’s activities. But I wish you would 
give some thought to that, would you please! 

Attorney General ~VI. Surely. 
The CHAIRMAN. The other matter that I want to deal with is that 

time and time again in our investigation of the intelligence agencies, 
including ,the intelligence aspect of the FBI’s work and the countor- 
intelligence aspects, we are up against the problem of accountability. 
And with the FBI, of course, we have had the additional question of 
the President putting the agency to his personal or political use; and a 
difficulty which I think Senator Mondale rightly referred to-the diffi- 
culty, no matter what the regulations may be, and even perhaps con- 
trary to positions of the law, of refusing to do the President’s bidding. 
You know, the order of the President or the desire of the President 
can be easily rationalized or some kind of plausible excuse can be given 
for it that sounds like it might fall within the purview of the law. And 
neither an Attorney General or a Director of the FBI is in very much 
of a position to argue with the President. And then there is a feeling 
of who is going to find out about it anyway. 

I asked Director Kelley yesterdav if he thought that orders should 
be transmitted to him from the President through the Attorney Gen- 
eral; and second, if orders are transmitted to him to undertake an 
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investigation in which the President has expressed some interest, they 
ought to come in writing and a permanent tile be kept SO that the 
accoumability is there for review of a congressional committee or for 
whatever. 

He said that he thought that such directives should be in writing 
and that a file, a permanent file of them should be kept. I would like 
to ask you how you would respond to those questions. And I put the 
questions in this order : First, do vou think that if the President wants 
the FBI to go out and make an investigation for him and report back 
to him, that that order should be transmitted through the Attorney 
General ? And second, whether you think orders of that character 
coming from the President should take the form of a written order and 
permanently maintained in the tiles of the Bureau 9 

Attorney General LEVI. Well, I think th’e orders probably should be 
writ.ten. Now as to the first part of your question, the hypothetical case 
might. be that the President has clecided that he wishes to appoint a 
certain person to the (‘abinet and he wishes a full field investigation. 
Under the guidelines, the President, the counsel to the President OI 
associate counsel could ask the Bureau to do that. I would think, unless 
there is some particular reason, that the Attorney General should be 
notified as to what is going on. I think any suggestion of any other 
kind of investigation of an organization or something of that sort, 
which I thought you were suggesting, should not come from the Presi- 
dent to the Director, in any case, and if it did come, it certainly should 
come in writing and the Attorney General should be notified. 

I certainly do not want to say that the President cannot speak to 
anybody he wants to speak to and-there is no reason why he should 
not be talking to members of the Department of Justice. I do think it 
is a desirable thing when that occurs, i un ess it is discussing the 
criminal activity of the Attorney General, thnt the Attorney General 
be notified. 

Now I think in fact, at the present time, and maybe I would be the 
’ last one to know, but I think the communications are through the 

Attorne 
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General, except for the kind of investigations for appoint- 
ments w ich might or might not come to me. 

The CHAIRKIN. But it is possible that that too might be the subject 
of tha.t kind of procedure, the very kind you have outlined can be 
the subject of a statute. And if it were, do you think the President 
would be bound by it? 

At.torney General Lxvr. Oh, he might not be, but in fact he would, I 
would think, wish to adhere to it and it would make it easier for 
others to suggest that there was kind of a propriety about it. 

The CHAIRMAN. Before you leave, and I want to express the grati- 
tude of the committee for your testimony today and for your con- 
tinued cooperation in this joint endeavor, but I also want to say that 
Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., who has been the liaison with the committee 
staff, has done an excellent piece of work and the staff wishes for me 
to express its appreciation to him. 

Attorney General LEVI. I would t.hank the committee and thank 
YOU, and I hope that-you can tell Senator Mondale that I am not 
half as a.rrogant as he thinks I am. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Levi. * 
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., 

call of the Chair.] 
the committee adjourned, subject to the 


